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Half-Swing Clocking Scheme for 75%
Power Saving in Clocking Circuitry
Hirotsugu Kojima, Member, IEEE, Satoshi Tanaka, Member, IEEE, and Katsuro Sasaki, Member, IEEE

Abstract-We propose a half-swingclocking scheme that allows
us to reduce power consumption of clocking circuitry by as much
as 75%, because all the clock signal swings are reduced to half
of the LSI supply voltage. The new clocking scheme causes quite
small speed degradation, because the random logic circuits in
the critical path are still supplied by the full supply voltage.
We also propose a clock driver which supplies half-swing clock
and generates half VDDby itself. We confirmed that the halfswing clocking scheme provided 67% power saving in a test
chip fabricated with 0.5 pm CMOS device, ideally 75%, in the
clocking circuitry, and that the degradation in speed was only
0.5 ns by circuit simulation. The key to the proposed clocking
scheme is the concept that the voltage swing is reduced only for
clocking circuitry, but is retained for all other circuits in the
chip. This results in significant power reduction with minimal
speed degradation.

I. INTRODUCTION

R

EDUCING power consumption without sacrificing processing speed is a critical factor in LSI design, especially
for hand-held devices. In CMOS circuits, dynamic power
consumption is proportional to the transition frequency, capacitance, and square of supply voltage. Consequentially, reducing
supply voltage provides significant power savings at the expense of speed. This technique employs high-performance
architectures to achieve the specified speed, and is quite effective for ASIC’s [l]. In general purpose processors, however,
it is more dificult to employ high-performance architectures,
because the architecture is already a part of the specifications.
It is therefore very important to reduce power consumption
without reducing supply voltage or sacrificing performance.
Several power reduction techniques in random logic and
clocking have been reported [2]-[7]. Such techniques can be
applied for all random logic circuits, but they do not save
much power. The clocking circuitry generally consumes a
large portion of the total power in digital LSI’s. Fig. 1 shows
that the clocking circuitry in an adaptive equalizer consumes
33% of the total power [8]. In a microprocessor, 18% of the
total chip power is consumed by clocking [9]. This is because
the clock frequency is typically several times higher than other
signals, such as data and control.
Our proposal is a new clocking scheme in which all the
clock signal swings are reduced to half of the LSI supply
voltage. This technology allows us to reduce power consumpManuscript received October 5, 1994; revised December 5, 1994.
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Fig. 1. Power consumption analysis.

tion of clocking circuitry by as much as 75%. The speed
degradation caused by the proposed clocking scheme is quite
small because the random logic circuits in the critical path
are still supplied by the full supply voltage. The key to the
proposed clocking scheme is the concept that the voltage swing
is reduced only for clocking circuitry, but is retained for all
other circuits in the chip. This results in significant power
reduction with minimal speed degradation.
11. HALF-SWINGCLOCKINGSCHEME
Fig. 2 shows the proposed half-swing clocking scheme
compared with a conventional scheme. In Fig. 2(a), a conventional latch is gated by two full-swing clocks. To decrease
the clocking power, the voltage swing of the clock is reduced
to half VDD (‘VDD’ represents the LSI supply voltage). The
proposed scheme, as shown in Fig. 2(b), uses two separate
clock signals for NMOS and PMOS transistors, respectively.
The clock for NMOS’s swings from zero to half VDD, and
the clock for PMOS’s swings from VDDto half VDD. The
power consumed by clocking circuitry is decreased to 25% of
conventional clocking circuitry.
We propose to use two stacked inverters to generate halfswing clock signals. Fig. 3 shows the proposed clock driver
circuit which supplies the two half-swing clock signals described above and generates a half VDDvoltage by itself.
Here, C1 and C z represent PMOS loads on drivers, and C,
and C, represent NMOS loads on the other drivers. CA and
CB are additional capacitors which can be fabricated on-chip
or connected externally. The intermediate voltage at the node
H-V& is given by the following equations:

+CA
c
2 +CA
cl

VH-Vdd =

cl+ C, + cA cB

VDD when CLK is ‘IOW’

VH-Vdd =

c,+ c,+

cB

VDD when CLK is ‘high.’
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Fig. 2. Concept of half-swing clocking scheme. (a) Conventional (:locking
scheme. (b) Half-swing clocking scheme.
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Fig. 3. Proposed clock driver.

The H - V d d node is stabilized at v D D l 2 , when CA and CB
are equal, yet large enough for C1 through C, to be considered
negligibly small. If C1 through C, are made equal, CAand CB
are not needed. In actual LSI's, however, CA and CB should
be large enough to compensate for production fluctuation of
C1 through C,.
Fig. 4 shows a summary of the proposed idea by using a simple model of digital circuits. Most digital LSI's are separated
into three parts: latches, random logic circuits between the
latches, and a clock driver tree which provides clock signals to
the latches' The chip
is determined by the-critica1
path delay from one latch to another. The half-swing clocking
scheme causes a two delay increase: in the clock drivers, and
in a latch driven by half-swing clock. The delay increase from
clock source to the latch does not degrade the performance,
because no clock driver is located on the critical path. The
performance degradation is caused by the delay increase in the
latch that is located on the critical path and is driven by the
half-swing clock. Since the clocking scheme never degrades
the speed of other random logic circuits on the critical path,
the speed degradation is minimal.
111. CHARACTERISTICS
The two important characteristics of our proposed clocking
scheme are evidenced through circuit simulation: the delay
increase in a half-swing clock driver and the delay increase in
a latch driven by a half-swing clock.
Fig. 5 shows the load capacitance dependency of the propagation delay in proposed and conventional clock drivers.
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Fig. 5. Simulated load capacitance dependency of the propagation delay in
clock drivers.

The results were obtained through circuit simulation using
0.5 p m CMOS FET models. The propagation delay of the
half-swing clocking driver is approximately twice that of the
conventional driver. However, the delay itself does not affect
the performance determined by a critical path delay. Since a
clock skew is proportional to the delay, deskewing techniques
are important in using the half-swing clocking scheme.
The propagation delay of a latch is the interval from when
the clock arrives at the latch to the time when the data is output
from the latch. Fig. 6 shows the relationship of the simulated
propagation delay of a latch driven by conventional and halfswing clocks to the load capacitance. The delay increase
caused by the proposed half-swing clocking is at most 0.5 ns.
Note that the increase is regardless of the load capacitance.
The propagation delay of the latch is the sum of two delays:
the delay caused when the clock gated transistor drives the
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last stage inverter and the delay caused when the last stage
inverter drives the load capacitance of the latch. The former
delay increases when the clock gated transistor is driven by
a half-swing clock, but the amount of delay is independent
of the load capacitance of the latch, i.e., the clocking scheme
does not affect the latter delay.
Fig. 4 shows that the critical path delay of an LSI is the sum
of the propagation delay of the latch and the random logic.
As demonstrated in the simulation, the propagation delay of
the latch increases by 0.5 ns. The propagation delay in the
random logic is the same as the conventional one, because
the random logic circuits are supplied by full VDD.Thus, the
critical path delay increases by 0.5 ns by employing the halfswing clocking scheme. The speed degradation of 0.5 ns is
acceptable for most LSI’s.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS

We fabricated a test chip that consisted of two sixteen-stage
shift registers: one employing the half-swing clocking scheme
and the other employing the conventional clocking scheme.
Fig. 7 shows observed waveforms of the four half-swing
clocks, which are true and bar clock signals driving PMOS
and NMOS. The clock signals driving PMOS swing between
1.65 V and 3.3 V, and the clock signals driving NMOS swing
between ground and 1.65 V. The waveforms were observed
only at low frequencies, because the pin drivers were designed
to be small enough not to affect the internal capacitor balance
while the probes had large (10 pF) capacitive loads.
Fig. 8 shows measured power consumption of the test
circuits. The random logic circuits in the proposed and conventional shift registers consume the same amount of power.
The result confirmed that the proposed clock driver saves 67%
of the power of the conventional one throughout a wide clock
frequency range of 1 MHz to 40 MHz. The ratio between the
power consumed by the proposed and conventional clocking
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circuitry was 33% instead of the ideal ratio of 25%. This is
because the NMOS transistors that load of the clock driver in
the proposed latch are twice that of the conventional latch in
order to equalize the PMOS and NMOS loads on each line of
the half-swing clocks. The ideal ratio of power saving can be
achieved if the latch was designed to have the same capacitive
load as the conventional latch.
~ ~ measured
~ ,
at various
The intermediate voltage, V H - was
supply voltages and frequencies as shown in Fig. 9. The
~~,
results confirmed that the intermediate voltage, V H - V was
successfully stabilized at a VDD of 5 to 1.5 V and at clock
frequencies of 1 to 40 MHz.
V. CONCLUSION
We propose the half-swing clocking scheme and clock
driver which supplies half-swing clock and generates half
VDD by itself. We confirmed that the proposed clock driver
successfully generates half-swing clock signals with stable half
VDD generation by itself throughout the measurements of the
test chip fabricated using 0.5 p m CMOS process. Half-swing
clocking scheme allows us to save 67% of power in the test
chip, ideally 75%, in the clocking circuitry with only 0.5 ns
degradation in speed for a 0.5 pm CMOS device.
The proposed half-swing clocking scheme can achieve
a significant power savings for most CMOS digital LSI’s
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including microprocessors, DSP’s, and other custom chips,
with little degradation in speed.
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